PROJECT SPOTLIGHT

TUCSON CONVENTION CENTER

PROJECT DATA

Location – Tucson, Arizona
Application – Decorative and Repair
Contractor – Concord
Material Supplier – White Cap - Tucson
Applicator – Hiller & Sons Painting
Total Area – 13,600 square feet

PRODUCTS FEATURED

- Increte - Metal FX
  Metallic Effect Epoxy Flooring
- Euco QWIKstitch
  Rapid-Setting Urethane Crack Repair
- Increte - Single Component Spray Deck Grout
  Polymer Modified Cementitious Coating
- Increte - WB Urethane
  High Performance Water Based Clear Coating

SCOPE OF PROJECT

- Grind and repair 42-year-old, original concrete
- Repair cracks and apply skim coat of Single Component Spray Deck Grout
- Apply Metal FX
- Apply WB Urethane

PROJECT SUMMARY

The repair and renovation of the Tuscon Convention Center’s eight bathrooms and breezeway utilized a combination of Metal FX, Euco QWIKstitch, Single Component Spray Deck Grout and WB Urethane, and offered a durable and decorative repair solution for the Center’s 42-year-old, original concrete.

Metal FX was chosen for its stunning and unique reflective look as well as its tough, abrasion resistant surface that is able to withstand years of use and abuse. A blend of 2 parts charcoal and 1 part pearl Metal FX created a stain proof, custom decorative solution that was also easy to apply. Increte’s high performance epoxy, ensures Metal FX is easy to clean and stands up to harsh chemicals.

Because the Convention Center, home to the University of Arizona’s ice hockey team, WWE matches, concerts and more, needed to remain open while renovations were made, Euco QWIKstitch’s fast cure time was a perfect fit. Floors repaired with Euco QWIKstitch, which is used to mend cracks in concrete, repair spalled joints and patch damaged or uneven concrete surfaces, can be opened to foot traffic in just 10 minutes and are ready for heavy traffic in one hour.